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**All the Bright Places**
By Jennifer Niven

Amazing Audiobooks for Young Adults | Realistic Fiction

After Theodore “Freak” Finch talks down popular Violet Markey from the school bell tower, they team up for a project wandering Indiana. Meyers’ authentic teen voice captures Violet’s fear and heartbreak; Heyborne voices Finch with such vibrancy it makes his descent all the more heartbreaking.

**Between the World and Me**
By Ta-Nehisi Coates

Alex Awards | Nonfiction

Coates writes to his 15-year-old son about the inborn hazards of being black in America and his own intellectual, political and emotional confrontation with the need to live fully, even in the face of racist law.

**Lumberjanes vol. 1**
By Noelle Stevenson, Grace Ellis and Shannon Watters

Great Graphic Novels for Teens | Fantasy

After Theodore “Freak” Finch talks down popular Violet Markey from the school bell tower, they team up for a project wandering Indiana. Meyers’ authentic teen voice captures Violet’s fear and heartbreak; Heyborne voices Finch with such vibrancy it makes his descent all the more heartbreaking.

**The Sacred Lies of Minnow Bly**
By Stephanie Oakes

William C. Morris Debut YA Award | Mystery

After spending most of her life in the Kevinian Cult, Minnow loses her family, her freedom, and her hands. Now Minnow is behind bars, recounting her life in the cult and facing what really happened the night the camp burned down, leaving the Prophet dead.
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13 Days of Midnight
by Leo Hunt

Horror/Thriller | ISBN: 9780763678654

When Luke Manchett's estranged father passes away, he inherits a dangerous host of ghosts that threaten everyone he holds dear. He must figure out how to banish or control them before they reach the height of their power in 13 days—Halloween night.

A Court of Thorns and Roses
by Sarah J. Maas

Fantasy | ISBN: 9781619634442

In exchange for the life of the faerie she killed, 19-year-old Feyre returns to Prythia with the shapeshifter Tamlin to discover she must save the faerie lands from a blight that threatens both the Fae and human realms.

A Song for Ella Grey
by David Almond

Fantasy | ISBN: 9781619634442

Claire poetically narrates the epic love story of her best friend Ella Grey and the mysterious Orpheus as romance, death, and mythology swirl together in a modern retelling of the classic story of Orpheus and Eurydice.

All the Bright Places
by Jennifer Niven

Realistic Fiction | ISBN: 9780385755887

Theodore Finch and Violet Markey have never met before, but the day they meet on the ledge of their school's bell tower, their lives become linked forever.

All the Rage
by Courtney Summers

Mystery | ISBN: 9781250021915

Ever since Romy Grey accused the sheriff's son of sexual assault, she's been branded as a slut and liar from the wrong side of the tracks. When the golden girl goes missing, Romy might hold the key to finding her, but the search raises questions people would rather remain hidden.
Theodore Finch and Violet Markey have never met before, but the day they meet on the ledge of their school's bell tower, their lives become linked forever.